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TAPAS SENSATION AT THE NILE RITZ-CARLTON, CAIRO 

 

Cairo, Egypt; June 2019: In honor of World’s Tapas Day, One Michelin Star Chef Ruben 
Arnanz will fly in from Spain for a three-day feast of Tapas extravaganza at The Nile Ritz-
Carlton, Cairo. Guests will tuck into a tapas world, discover culinary specialties and gastronomic 
tips as we celebrate tapas and the Spanish culture.  

In partnership with the Spanish Embassy in Cairo, Tapas Sensation will run from Monday 17th 
of June to Friday 21st of June, as Chef Arnanz takes guests on a journey of Spanish flavors; 
offering exclusive dining experiences with unique innovations and unforgettable flavors. 

Born in Segovia, Chef Ruben Arnanz received his first Michelin star at the age of 29, being one 
of the youngest chefs to receive this honor. Being well travelled to various countries and exposed 
to different cultures, Arnanz mastered cooking in a number of leading restaurants around the 
world that enabled him to lead the culinary movement that actively promoted his region 
“Castilla” in the last couple of years. Juan Bravo is the name of his “Little Fonda Illustrada” 
located at the Plaza Mayor in Segovia, where he offers a cuisine full of roots and some of his 
most popular recipes are served as Tapas.  
 
Arnanz also directs his own gastronomic consulting group, creating and settling common 
objectives with owners who wish to start or enhance their culinary proposals in the world. 
Arnanz has published his first book titled “Ancha es Castilla”, meaning New Castilian Cuisine 
that reflects his native land and culture and includes 120 recipes. 
 
Guests will enjoy learning the Spanish culinary arts from Chef Arnanz at two exclusive cooking 
classes taking place on the 18th and 19th of June at Nox at noon time and followed by a 
delicious rooftop lunch at the hotel’s famous rooftop with breathtaking views of the Nile River 
and Cairo Tower.  
 
At night, Chef Arnanz has put together ten must try waves of tapas served at Bar’Oro and 
complemented by a live band. Finally, Culina’s renowned Farm-To-Table Friday brunch will 
have an enhanced edge on Friday the 21st of June with a special Spanish corner with live stations 
and tapas specialties, along with unlimited sangrias and live entertainment.  
 

-Ends- 



About The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, LLC 
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, L.L.C., of Chevy Chase, MD., part of Marriott International, 
Inc., currently operates more than 100 hotels and over 45 residential properties in 30 countries 
and territories. For more information or reservations, visit the company web site at 
www.ritzcarlton.com, for the latest company updates, visit news.ritzcarlton.com and to join the 
live conversation, use #RCMemories and follow along on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. The 
Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, L.L.C. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Marriott International, Inc. 
(NASDAQ:MAR). The Ritz-Carlton is proud to participate in Marriott Bonvoy, the new name of 
Marriott’s travel program replacing Marriott Rewards®, The Ritz- Carlton Rewards®, and 
Starwood Preferred Guest® (SPG). The program offers members an extraordinary portfolio of 
global brands, experiences on Marriott Bonvoy Moments and unparalleled benefits including 
earning points toward free hotel stays and nights toward Elite status recognition. To enroll for 
free or for more information about the program, visit MarriottBonvoy.marriott.com. 
 
 
 


